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German online

On many online platforms, you can choose content depending on what you want to study and what level
you're at. The Goethe-Institut  offers free ways to test your German skills . Why don't you
take an interactive journey through Germany or test your knowledge of everyday German, for example?
A few tips are available here:

Vocabulary trainer: Even when you're on the road, you can use the Deutschtrainer-Application
 to expand your vocabulary or participate in one of the adventure games.

Community: Alternatively, you can register for free with the "Deutsch für dich " community.
Here, you can play interactive learning games and chat to experts or other users.

Multimedia blog: On the "Mein Weg nach Deutschland " Internet portal you can use photos,
films, games and exercises to practise your German and discuss interesting topics with other learners
of German.
 
Adventure series: “Mein Ticket nach Berlin “ accompanies two teams of German teachers
from all over the world on their journey through Germany. The goal: to reach Berlin before the other
candidates do. Follow the six players mastering the challenges of this exciting competition and get to
know Germany.
 
Youtube channel: On the channel 24h Deutsch , young German teacher Ida takes you through
a typical day in Germany. Aside from learning about a new language topic each episode, you’ll get an
insight into authentic young Germany.

Learning German for the job

Technical terms and many foreign words: Anyone who speaks German at work often needs to have a
special professional vocabulary. On the following pages, you will find tips and support to help you speak
German at work.

German at the workplace: The wide range of free online tasks and exercises on the platform
allow you to improve your knowledge of the language and customs at the workplace in Germany.

On the Deutsche Welle website , you can find out what's new in Germany and the world. In
addition, many other activities, some of which are interactive, will let you practise and expand your
German, depending on your level.

Placement test: Once you have registered free of charge, you can take the Einstufungstest  to
find out what your current level is and expand on it using exercises that are tailored to your
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requirements.
 
Deutsch trainer: With the Deutschtrainer  you can learn new vocabulary and improve your
pronunciation.
 
Telenovela: The telenovela "Jojo sucht das Glück " includes interactive exercises aimed at
improving your grammar and colloquial language skills. In addition, you'll find out interesting facts
about Germany and its people.

A more detailed overview of the various multimedia learning activities offered by Deutsche Welle is
available here . The site is available in 30 different languages.

You speak English but you're unsure about your German skills? No problem! The BBC has an English-
language site which provides information and tips for learning German.

English-language placement test: The placement test  will give you an idea of your current
German skills.
 
Phrases: An audiovisual list of German key terms and everyday phrases  will help you
master your first couple of steps as you embark on life in Germany.
 
Videos: The BBC videos  on the German language are equally entertaining.

Information on the web

Volkshochschulen

Language courses in many German towns and cities

Goethe-Institut

German language courses in 92 countries and in Germany; online courses; free exercises

Show more

German Academic Exchange Service

Information about language courses, exams and placement tests

Carl Duisberg Centres

German language courses for adults and youths in Germany

Deutsche Welle

Free German language courses by the German international broadcaster

Deutscher Bildungsserver

Here, you'll find an overview of public and private offers for learning German

Federal Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs

Information on learning German for the workplace
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